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1. Introduction 
 

IBI Taylor Young were asked to provide a Heritage Assessment to support a planning 

application for a Free School at New Islington. The intention of this assessment is to identify and 

assess the significant heritage assets that may be affected by the development and then to 

assess the impact that the proposed development has on the significance of these assets and 

their settings. This approach follows the requirements set out at a national and local level in 

planning policy. 

 

2. Policy Context 

 
This document responds to national and local policy and follows best practice guidance.  This 
policy context informs the scope of the statement. 

 
 National Planning Policy 

 
At the national level, the Statement responds to the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF). The NPPF requires applicants to “describe the significance of any assets affected by a 
planning application, including any contributions made to their setting. The level of detail should 
be proportionate to the asset’s importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the 
potential impact of the proposal on their significance.” [NPPF, para 128]. 
 
The NPPF goes on to state that “when considering the impact of a proposed development on 
the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s 
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be [NPPF, para 
132].”  It is therefore important to fully understand the importance of the Conservation Area and 
the listed buildings and the impact that the development will have on their significance.  
 
The paragraph goes on to say “significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or 
destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting...any harm or loss should 
require clear and convincing justification” [NPPF, para 132]. In the following description of the 
most significant types of heritage assets (i.e. grade I and II* listed buildings, scheduled 
monuments and World Heritage Sites) Conservation Areas are not listed, thereby indicating 
they are less important heritage assets. Development affecting setting can also be considered 
to be, by nature, less substantial harm than alteration or destruction of a heritage asset.  
 
In paragraph 134 the NPPF states that “where a development proposal will lead to less than 
substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be 
weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use”.  
 

 
 Local Planning Policy 
  

The Manchester Core Strategy was adopted in 2012 and represents the current local 
development plan. 

 
Policy EN3 - Heritage sets out that the Council will encourage development that complements 
and takes advantage of the distinct and historic heritage features. It goes on to state that new 
developments must be designed to enhance the historic environment and the character and 
setting of areas and buildings of acknowledged importance. 
 
Policy EC5 covers development in East Manchester (which includes Ancoats/New Islington). 
This policy states that the Council will promote development which “has regard to listed 
buildings and conservation areas including Ancoats and the industrial heritage of the area”. 
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Heritage Guidance 
 
English Heritage have produced a large number of useful guidance documents. The following 
have been referred to in the preparation of this Statement: 
 

• Understanding Place: An Introduction (2010) 

• Understanding Place: Character and context in local planning (2011) 

• The Setting of Heritage Assets (2011) 

• Building in Context: New development in historic areas (EH/CABE, 2001) 

• Conservation Principles (2008) 
 
English Heritage issued Conservation Principles in 2008 to explain its approach to significance 
and managing change and identified four main aspects of significance: historic, aesthetic, 
evidential and communal. The relative levels of significance can be measured in different levels, 
as set out in Conservation Principles, which are used within this report: 
 

• Exceptional – an asset important at national to international levels, including scheduled 
ancient monuments, Grade I and II* listed buildings and World Heritage Sites. Substantial 
harm should be wholly exceptional. 

• High – a designated asset important at a regional level and also at a national level, including 
Grade II listed buildings and conservation areas. Substantial harm should be exceptional. 

• Medium – an undesignated asset important at a local to regional level, including local (non-
statutory) listed buildings or those that make a positive contribution to the setting of a listed 
building or to a conservation area. May include less significant parts of listed buildings. 
Buildings and parts of structures in this category should be retained where possible, 
although there is usually scope for adaptation. 

• Low – structure or feature of very limited heritage value and not defined as a heritage asset. 
May include insignificant interventions to listed buildings. The removal or adaptation of 
structures in this category is usually acceptable where the work will enhance a related 
heritage asset. 

• Negative – structure or feature that harms the value of a heritage asset. Wherever 
practicable, removal of negative features should be considered, taking account of setting and 
opportunities for enhancement.  
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3. Description of Significant Heritage Assets 
 

The development site lies to the immediate south of the Ancoats Conservation Area, which 
includes the Rochdale Canal and the massive mill buildings facing the site from the opposite 
side of the canal. Although the site is not within this conservation area it is directly opposite and 
will impact on views to and from the area. This part of the conservation area also includes 
several listed buildings, whose setting will potentially be affected by development on the 
proposed site. The large massing of these mills effectively cut off views between other parts of 
the Conservation Area and other listed building to the site. 

  
Conservation Area 
 
Ancoats was the first industrial estate in the world and consequently the Conservation Area has 
an exceptional heritage significance in a global context. Much of that significance lies in the 
massive mills that front the Rochdale Canal opposite the development site. 
 

 
Ancoats Conservation Area  
 
The character of the Ancoats Conservation Area is one of a tight, regular street grid lined with 
back-of-pavement buildings of significant scale. Many of the roads are little more than narrow 
alleys and have a canyon-like feel alongside the massive mills. The public realm is very ‘hard’ 
and lacks street trees and planting. The mill buildings date from 1800 to the 1920s and are 
associated with the cotton industry. They represent the primary significance of the conservation 
area. Ancoats is also notable for pioneering development of social housing and contains other 
buildings of importance, such as the former printing offices of the Express building and St 
Peter’s church, which once served an Italian community here. 
 
Listed Buildings: Cotton Mills 
 
With the invention of the steam engine, mills no longer needed to be located alongside rivers for 
power. Ancoats was chosen as a suitable place where cotton mills could be concentrated and 
the Rochdale Canal was constructed to transport raw materials. The massive cotton mills are 
consequently clustered close to the canal, especially the Royal Mills and Murray’s Mills groups, 
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which form a key part of the original industrial estate and represent key stages in the 
development of cotton mill architecture from 1800 to 1920. These mills lie directly alongside the 
Rochdale Canal. The Murray Mills complex has a canal basin within its central courtyard that 
once linked to the canal via an underground tunnel. 
 
The mills are 6-8 storey red/brown brick buildings with a regular fenestration that front the back-
of-pavement and are typical of Victorian mill architecture. The three significant mills that directly 
face the development site are described below. 
 

 
Listed Mill Buildings opposite the site 
 
 
The westernmost of the mills is Sedgwick Mill (or Royal Mill) (1818-1820). This is the oldest of 
the Royal Mills group still standing and is believed to be the oldest surviving iron-framed, 
fireproof factory in Greater Manchester. It is Grade II listed. This is the largest of the three, rising 
to 8 storeys. It is adjoined by the later Sedgwick New Mill (1868) which forms part of the same 
listing. 
 

 
 Sedgwick Mill  

 
 
Decker Mill Old Mill, the centremost of the three mills, is Grade II* listed and was built in 1798, 
being the earliest of the Murray’s Mills group. It is also the earliest surviving mill in Manchester. 
The mill is five storeys tall and also has a tall chimney visible from behind the building that is 
also feature of this frontage. 
 

Sedgwick Mill 
* 

Doubling  
Fireproof Mill 

  Development  
Site 

Decker Mill 
(Old Mill) 

* 

* 
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 Decker Mill (Old Mill) 

 
 
The easternmost mill on the canal frontage is the Doubling Fireproof Mill (or Waulk Mill), built 
in 1842 as part of the Murray’s Mill complex. It is Grade II* listed and represents an important 
example of large scale mill development of the early 19

th
 century. 

 

  
 Doubling Fireproof Mill 
 
  

Listed Structures: Rochdale Canal Infrastructure 
 
The Rochdale Canal itself also incorporates various listings. The Canal was surveyed by James 
Brindley in 1765 and was first opened in 1804. Its development played a key role in the siting 
and scale of cotton mills in Ancoats. The listed canal features adjacent to the proposed 
development site are: 

 

Lock 82 (Grade II)  dates from around 1800 and the original construction of the canal. It has a 

group value alongside the listed mills and as part of a series of 15 similar canal locks.  

 

   

Lock 82 
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Canal retaining wall (1804) between the canal and Redhill Street (previously known as Union 

Street, this is effectively the canal towpath). 

 

   

Canal retaining wall 

 

Union Street Bridge (1903) replace a late 19
th
 bridge which itself replaced the original 1803 

bridge. Grade II listed, for group value. 

 

There are also unlisted canal features that contribute to local character, for example the 

footbridge to Henry Street, the improved public realm around Lock 82  and historic public realm 

remnants on the southern side of the canal. These footbridge contributes to defining views of 

Ancoats, with the mills in the background and the public realm is a remnant of the canal and 

industrial history. 
 

 
 
Unlisted footbridge and public realm 
 
Summary of Heritage Assets 
 
In summary, the key significant characteristics of the heritage assets are the built form and 
street grid of the area; the architecture and history of the listed mills; the heritage and 
environment of the canal; and the relationship of the mills with the Rochdale Canal.  
 
The significance of the heritage assets are considered to be as follows (using the criteria set out 
in EH’s Conservation Principles): 
 

• Ancoats Conservation Area: high / exceptional significance  

• Decker Mill Old Mill: exceptional significance 

• Doubling Fireproof Mill: exceptional significance 

• Sedgwick Mill/New Sedgwick Mill: high significance 

• Listed Rochdale Canal infrastructure: high significance 

• Unlisted historic Rochdale Canal infrastructure: medium significance 
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Historic OS Mapping 

 

 
 
1851 

 

 

 

1893 
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1922  
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4. Description of Proposed Development 
 

The proposal is for a new build 2 form entry school with a net internal area of 2,072m2 to 
accommodate 420 primary school pupils, with a range of facilities including 14 classrooms, 
sports hall, immersive space, IT suite, staff facilities, kitchen, parking for staff, external play 
areas and habitat zones.  
 
The school is principally a two storey structure in a linear building with a western elevation that 
closely abuts the Rochdale Canal and then extends south-eastwards. However, the easterly 
aspect is articulated to provide a single storey element embellished by three clerestory roof 
structures. 
 
The material palette of the design has been kept deliberately simple. The lower levels are 
constructed from white architectural finished concrete panels. The upper levels are the highly 
symbolic timber laminated panels, and windows are a polyester powder coated system.  
 
Hard play areas are located parallel with the New Islington Marina, soft play areas located to 
south of the site, and habitat areas are to be located on all sides.  A car park and associated 
road is proposed to the southern extremity of the site. 
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5. Assessment of Impacts 
 

Existing Site Conditions - The development site is currently a cleared, fenced site of rather 
untidy appearance that lies between the Conservation Area and the emerging New Islington 
development to the south. The Rochdale Canal passes immediately alongside the north-
western boundary of the site. Directly opposite this frontage is the Decker Mill (Old Mill). To the 
north-east of the site is the newly excavated canal arm into New Islington. To the south-west of 
the site is the Ancoats Retail Park, which is an inappropriate development on the edge of the 
Conservation Area. The rear service areas of this development adjoin the south-western 
boundary of the development site.   
 

 
New canal arm  
 
Principle of development - The appearance of the development site is currently detracting 
from the character of the Ancoats Conservation Area and the setting of the listed mills and canal 
infrastructure. The history and character of this area has been defined by dense development 
lying close to the canal and site edges. A look at historic mapping shows us that in the mid 
nineteenth century there were small terraced properties on this site fronting the Rochdale Canal, 
with a factory unit to the rear. By the late nineteenth century the terraced properties had been 
replaced by a mill building on the canal frontage. Development on this site would have a 
positive impact on the heritage assets. This would also improve the appearance of the site and 
its edges. 
 

 
The development site  
 
 
Siting - The proposals are for a linear building, with a western elevation that closely abuts the 
Rochdale Canal and then extends south-eastwards. The building occupies a central band within 
the site with outdoor play space and some car parking occupying the remainder of the site area. 
 
The linear alignment of the proposed building responds well to the historic character of the area. 
The building’s footprint is perpendicular to the Rochdale Canal and parallel to the new canal 
arm, which echoes the historic relationships between buildings and canal waterways in the area. 
The north-western edge also sits relatively close to the Rochdale Canal, which is another 
positive feature that responds to the character of the Conservation Area. The building sits less 
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close to the new canal arm but this is less significant due to the fact that this canal is not an 
historic feature and this frontage extends away from the Conservation Area. 
 
The character of the Conservation Area would have been more closely followed if the massing 
of the building had been aligned to principally follow the Rochdale Canal rather than the new 
canal arm. However, the site is not within the Conservation Area itself and so the primary aim 
should be to ensure that it does not detract from views into the area, rather than seeking to 
replicate and extend the Conservation Area’s built form. The alignment of the building actually 
opens up longer views to the listed mills and the high quality public realm proposals within the 
site will enhance their setting. Nonetheless it will be important that the site design defines a 
strong, defined edge to the Rochdale Canal through its boundary treatment,  
 
Scale - The building is generally single storey with some additional plant accommodation above 
this. The scale of the building is, of course, much lower than the historic mills, but this does not 
necessarily make it inappropriate to the local character. The Ancoats Conservation Area is 
characterised by a mix of building scales, with domestic scale terraced housing lying in close 
proximity to massive cotton mills, and in any case the site is outside of the Conservation Area 
and so does not need to replicate its form. The scale of the building will allow longer views to all 
three of the listed mills. The square, flat roof form of the proposed building shape will also work 
well alongside the square, linear forms of the mills. 
 

 
 
The development site, looking toward Sedgwick Mill 
 
 
Appearance – the building elevations are of a striking contemporary appearance, using white 
panels, glazing and timber laminated panels. Although this does not reflect the brick-built 
architecture of the mills it is not considered inappropriate on this site. Ancoats is characterised 
by a mix of architectural styles from the early 1800s to the 1920s and this mix and evolution is 
an important part of its significance. Change and innovation are key features of the history of the 
area and the current design continues this tradition. Each of the listed buildings in the 
Conservation Area is very much ‘of its own time’ and the current development site should be 
also of its own time. The important aspect to consider is whether the proposed style, materials 
and colours will complement the listed buildings when seen alongside them in views. 
Contrasting colours and styles can complement each other, and bring out the distinctiveness of 
buildings. It is felt that the proposed elevations and roofscape will complement the listed 
buildings when seen alongside them. The separation of the Canal also presents a natural break 
which allows a clear definition between building styles and the proposed design approach 
follows the emerging, highly contemporary architecture of New Islington. 
 
It is also necessary to consider the impact the impact that the new development will have on the 
character of the Conservation Area, when seen from Redhill Street and the canalside. The new 
building will be low rise and will certainly not detract from the massive massing of the historic 
mills, despite the boldness of its comtemporary appearance. The re-establishment of a building 
line, or strong boundary treatment will help to define the edge of the canalside environment and 
restore its historic setting. The proposed boundary treatment will be a 1.8m high fence to the 
north, east and western boundaries, with the retention of the existing ‘architectural’ fence to the 
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southern boundary.  Overall the proposed development is considered to have a positive impact 
on the character of the Conservation Area. 
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6. Summary 
 

In summary, the development site is in close proximity to heritage assets of medium to 

exceptional significance. These assets are the massive listed mills, the Rochdale Canal and the 

Ancoats Conservation Area. Collectively these assets tell the story of industrialisation and 

represent the world’s first industrial estate. 

 

The development site is outside of the Conservation Area but lies directly opposite the listed 

mills and the Canal. As such, it has the potential to impact on views into and out of the 

Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings. 

 

These impacts have been assessed in terms of the principle of development, site, scale and 

appearance. It has been concluded that they will not have a negative impact on the heritage 
assets. In fact they are considered to have a slight positive impact. 

 

It is therefore concluded that although the heritage assets include those of high to exceptional 

significance the development proposals will not result in any harm to them. 

 

This Heritage Assessment complies with national and local planning policy and provides an 

assessment that is proportional to the level of impact on the heritage assets.   

 

 




